Localized Nanogap Plasmonics:
Extreme nanophotonics from ultrathin metallic gaps
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ABSTRACT:
Ultrathin dielectric gaps between metals can trap plasmonic optical modes with
surprisingly low loss and with volumes below 1nm3. We review the origin and subtle
properties of these modes, and show how they can be well accounted for by simple
models. Particularly important is the mixing between radiating antenna and confined
nanogap modes, which is extremely sensitive to precise nano-geometry, right down to the
single atom level. Coupling nanogap plasmons to electronic and vibronic transitions yields
a host of phenomena including single-molecule strong coupling and molecular
optomechanics, opening access to atomic-scale chemistry and material science, and
quantum metamaterials. Ultimate low-energy devices such as robust bottom-up
assembled single-atom switches are thus in prospect.

Because they couple optical fields with electronic excitations, plasmonic nanostructures
confine light to dimensions far smaller than the free-space wavelength. Highlighted since
the earliest studies1, interest in the 1990s grew when local fields around nanostructures
could be directly measured by near-field scanning optical microscopy2,3. Plasmon
nanostructures gained rapid appreciation as routes to optical devices unconstrained by the
wavelength of light, yielding viable nanophotonic devices4–6.
A metallic nanoparticle of gold, silver, copper or aluminium exhibits plasmon resonances at
wavelengths determined by its material properties, shape, and size. For metallic
nanoparticles with sharp corners or protrusions, light can be strongly localized to volumes
with minimum dimensions of 10-100 nm 7–10. Achieving even more tightly confined fields on
the scale of 1 nm or less, is possible but very difficult with single nanoparticles, since neither
colloidal nor lithographic fabrication approaches offer reproducible control over such small
feature sizes. Many advanced optical phenomena however hinge on such tightly localized
fields, and require the strongest field enhancements and localization possible, for instance
to elicit surface-enhanced Raman scattering11 (SERS) or photon blockade from single
molecules.
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Coupling nanoparticle plasmons together represents an alternative approach to field
localization, as light can be tightly confined to the gaps between nanoparticles 12–14.
However, the same limitations in fabrication capabilities also lead to inconsistent control
over gap dimensions in nanoparticle clusters15.
Fortunately, the large field enhancements associated with nanoparticle clusters can also be
achieved with single nanoparticles separated from a metal film by a thin dielectric layer,
which behave similarly to a pair or dimer of nanoparticles16–18. In one realisation for UHV
environments, the gaps between scanning probe tips and metallic surfaces can produce
well-controlled cavities where single molecule spectroscopy is possible19 (TERS). Although
this plasmonic environment is less controlled than alternatives discussed below, it is capable
of electrical excitation and high spatial resolutions20–22 while other scanning systems have
also been created by adhering or fabricating metal nanostructures onto AFM tips or optical
fibres23. However for robust devices, the initial approach of top-down lithographic definition
of gaps24,25 has more recently been complemented by bottom-up self-assembly, which
provides exquisitely-defined gaps down to 0.3 nm 26–28.
The ‘gap plasmons’ confined between two opposing metal surfaces propagate similarly to a
wave along a transmission line29,30. These gap modes have complex behaviours and enter
the regime of ‘extreme nano-optics’ because they can be sensitive to single atom
placements. This geometry, which has been known variously as a ‘nano-patch optical
antenna’, ‘nanoparticle-on-mirror (NPoM)’, ‘metal-insulator-metal (MIM) waveguide’, or
‘particle over surface’, has become increasingly studied for a wide variety of optical
phenomena. The attractiveness of the plasmonic nano-patch or NPoM stems from its ease
of fabrication combined with the extreme field enhancements available in either colloidal or
lithographically patterned systems. The plasmonic nano-patch has proven a remarkably
successful and robust platform for demonstrating a wide variety of optical phenomena. In
this review, we focus specifically on the nano-patch, providing intuitive interpretations of its
properties and exploring its use across different application areas.

Figure 1 | Impedance matched coupling of light from free space to atomic scale. Schematic of
cascade of effective wavelength scales between free-space photons, coupled via antennas into
nanogap modes, which can then couple to atomic-scale protrusions (‘picocavities’).

Recent demonstrations that light can be trapped in optical modes of nanogaps with
rigorously-defined mode volumes below 1nm3 from surface atoms31 shows why nanogap

plasmons are so important. Every gold surface supports adatoms, but normally the tight
confinement into atomic-scale modes leads to negligible interaction with free-space
photons. Only due to impedance matching of the plasmonic antennas and nanogaps to free
space is it now possible to couple into and out of these highly-localized modes with high
efficiencies >10% (FIG.1). As a simple initial estimate, the effective impedance of a
nanoantenna scales with the current dipole length (ℓ) as32 𝑍𝑟 = 𝑍0 (ℓ/𝜆)2 and hence the
typical power coupling efficiency into an atomically-localized plasmon is 4(ℓ/𝜆)2 ~10-6.
When there are intermediate stages through successively tighter-confined plasmon modes
(FIG.1), this coupling can be improved by five orders of magnitude. Optimising antenna
coupling is crucial for utilization in optoelectronic devices33,34.
Basic concepts in plasmonic gap modes
To discuss the plasmonic gap modes, we first consider an infinite planar MIM multilayer35,36.
For small gaps (𝑑<10nm) of dielectric permittivity 𝜀𝑔 = 𝑛𝑔2 between metallic walls (𝜀𝑚 ), the
dispersion relation of the lowest MIM modes can be written analytically37,38
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(𝑘∥ /𝑘0 )2 = 𝑛eff
= 𝜀𝑔 + 2𝜁 [1 + √1 + (𝜀𝑔 − 𝜀𝑚 )/𝜁]

(1)
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𝜁 = (𝑘0 𝑑 𝜀𝑚 /𝜀𝑔 )
(2)
which for typical nanogap parameters possess high wavevectors (𝑘∥ =10-100 𝑘0 with 𝑘0 =
2𝜋/𝜆) and thus short effective wavelengths (FIG.2a). These gap plasmon modes are robust
against attenuation because when their in-plane wavevector increases with decreasing gap,
the imaginary out-of-plane wavevector must also increase to ensure 𝑘02 = 𝑘∥2 + 𝑘⊥2 , with a
resulting field penetration depth
1
𝑑
𝛿⊥ =
=
(3)
ℑm{𝑘⊥ } 2𝜀𝑔 ℜe{1/𝜀𝑚 }
that correspondingly decreases39. As a result the loss per unit length for MIM plasmons
remains unchanged as the gap decreases (they travel slower, but retract from the metal, as
similarly shown for monolayer metals such as graphene40).

Figure 2 | Nanogap modes. a | Mode dispersion of plasmon-polariton in 2D infinite MIM structure.
b | Finite bounded nanogap gives gap modes 𝑠𝑚𝑛 seen in scattering spectra that tune with facet
width 𝑤 in a flat-junction NPoM configuration. Equivalent circuit shows coupled antenna mode 𝑙=1.
c | Experimental and theoretical scattering spectra for 80 nm NPoM on monolayer of hBN. d |
Angular emission patterns (inset shows real space red ring for 𝑠02 𝑧-polarised emission), with e |
near-field distributions of 𝑠02 (top) and 𝑠11 (bottom) modes, white arrows show gap field
orientation. f | Far-field emission (𝑑=3nm, 2𝑅=75nm) as cube is morphed to spherical nanoparticle
on mirror, showing mixed modes 𝑗𝑖 .

This continuum of MIM gap modes is broken into discrete states by the shape of the
particle's facets which localize the modes at the finite gap. A simple 2D Fabry-Perot
resonator model given by the partial reflection of plasmons at the discontinuities of the
MIM gap from each lower facet edge serves to capture the nature and symmetry of the
modes sustained. For facet width 𝑤, the discrete wavelengths are then39,41
𝜆𝑖𝑠 =

𝑤𝜀𝑔
𝜋
𝑤 𝑛eff (𝜆) ≃ 𝜆𝑝 √
+ 𝜀∞
𝛼𝑖
𝑑𝛼𝑖

(4)

where 𝛼𝑖 are the zeros of the first Bessel function (assuming here 2D circular symmetry),
and where a Drude metal permittivity 𝜀𝑚 = 𝜀∞ − 𝜆2 /𝜆2𝑝 with dielectric background 𝜀∞ , and
plasma wavelength 𝜆𝑝 is used (for Au 𝜆𝑝 ~148nm). This set of modes spans the visible and
near-infrared as the MIM facet or patch size 𝑤 is varied (FIG.2b). More generally these tune
also with the precise 2D facet shape thus giving gap modes 𝑠𝑚𝑛 where indices 𝑚, 𝑛 indicate
the number of nodes in radial and azimuthal directions.42 With such small effective
wavelengths, these modes have very poor direct coupling efficiency to free space (of order
10-4).

However the gap modes are able to couple to plasmonic antenna modes that span the
entire nanoparticle-substrate system (FIG.1a), and this greatly increases their coupling.
Antenna mode wavelengths can be estimated using simple circuit models, which assume
quasi-static field response in such small sub-wavelength resonators43–45. These treat each
individual nano-component as lumped LCR resonators (FIG.2b), which are then capacitively
coupled by the gap, 𝐶𝑔 , to give the lowest antenna mode (𝑙=1) 46
𝜆1𝑙 = 𝜆𝑝 √𝜀∞ + 2𝜀𝑑 + 4𝜀𝑑 𝐶𝑔 /𝐶𝑁𝑃

(5)

where 𝜀𝑑 is the permittivity of the dielectric medium in which the system is embedded, and
the capacitance of the nanoparticle/structure is 𝐶𝑁𝑃 (2𝜋𝑅𝜀0 for a sphere of radius 𝑅, with
corresponding expressions for cubes or plates). This formula works for patterned
multilayers, dimers, nanopatches or nanoparticles on a surface47, using the appropriate
𝐶𝑔,𝑁𝑃 , and scales with the height of the nanoparticle because charges oscillate across the
𝜒
entire structure (FIG.1). For dimers or spherical NPoMs,46 𝐶𝑔 = 𝐶𝑁𝑃 𝜀𝑔 ln[1 + 𝜍𝑅/𝑑] with
constants 𝜒~0.5, 𝜍~0.15 for the NPoM, giving characteristic red-shifts with decreasing gap
and increasing NP size:
2

𝜒

(𝜆1𝑙 /𝜆𝑝 ) = 𝜀∞ + 2𝜀𝑑 + 4𝜀𝑑 𝜀𝑔 ln[1 + 𝜍𝑅/𝑑].
(6)
The next order (𝑙=2) antenna mode is shifted to shorter wavelengths by a factor ~1.25, set
by the charge distributions that give the gap capacitance. Coupling strengths from free
space to the antenna mode follow as 𝑅 3 as expected from quasistatic dipole coupling to the
entire NP volume47.
Antenna modes 𝑙 with the correct symmetry can couple to specific MIM gap plasmons 𝑠𝑚𝑛 ,
typically yielding strong anticrossings (FIG.2b) and mixed 𝑠𝑚𝑛 + 𝑙 = 𝑗𝑛 modes. It is around
𝑠
these anticrossings between 𝜆𝑙 and 𝜆𝑚𝑛
that light is most efficiently coupled into the
41
nanogaps (FIG.2c). However the antenna-nanogap coupling depends exquisitely on the
shape of the facet edges, as well as the mode symmetries, since facet edge morphology on
the scale of 1/𝑘∥ ~1nm controls how easily gap plasmon fields reach around to the upper
surfaces of the NP where antenna modes are located. Similar considerations obtain for
modes of the cube-on-mirror48, which depend also on facet edge shapes. In larger gaps
(𝑑>5nm) MIM cavity nanogap modes with odd 𝑚 (such as 𝑠11 ) which support in-plane
optical fields are found in the near-infrared (NIR), however for smaller gaps these rapidly
𝑠
tune further into the infrared (𝜆11
>1µm). By contrast, modes with even 𝑚 possess strongest
vertical (perpendicular) optical fields in the gap (𝑠02 ) and remain in the vis-NIR even for the
smallest gaps. Gap modes that do not mix with the antenna modes form dark modes49.
Different dipole-type emission patterns (FIG.2d) arise from the different field orientations in
the nanogap (FIG.2e). In-plane modes present for larger gaps radiate normal to the
substrate (85% collected by NA 0.9). By contrast, vertically polarised gap modes radiate
2
symmetrically at high angles, 𝐼(𝜃) ∝ |1 + 𝑟𝑝 | sin2 𝜃 (where 𝑟𝑝 (𝜃) is the Fresnel factor for 𝑝polarised light) giving maximum emission at ~60° in a FWHM 10° (with 55% thus collected
by NA 0.9), which is radially polarised and focusses to a real-space ring (FIG.2d inset). For
real facets which are asymmetrically shaped, more complex polarisation-dependent
scattering spectra are observed, involving several split modes42,50. The different mode
tuning with facet size can be seen by morphing a spherical NP into a nanocube 51 of the same

height (FIG.2f), showing how the antenna mode crosses the in-plane field mode 𝑠11
(different symmetry), while anticrossing the vertical field mode 𝑠02 . The antenna modes
themselves also tune weakly with nano-geometry, leading to complex optimisations to
retain best resonance conditions.
The maximum field enhancements 𝐸 in the gap increase strongly as the gap size shrinks
(which is important for the Purcell factor, see below), and here we provide an approximate
formula for this. For small gaps (<5nm), the vertical field is uniform across the gap. The
lateral localisation of the intensity within the gap has a spatial FWHM Δ𝑥 = √2𝑅𝑑/𝜀𝑑 with
this model matching simulations.52 Incident light 𝐸0 excites the spherical nanoparticle
𝜀 −𝜀
antenna dipole with polarizability 𝛼 = 4𝜋𝑅 3 𝜒 where 𝜒 = 𝜀 𝑚+2𝜀𝑠 ~2 for Au in air near 𝜆1𝑙 .
𝑚

𝑠

Incoming energy 12𝜀0 α𝐸02 is then concentrated into the nanogap mode of volume 𝑉𝐼 =
𝜋𝑅𝑑2

𝑑 𝜋Δ𝑥 2 /4 ln 2 = 2 ln 2 𝑛2 . This contains the equivalent energy 12𝜀0 𝜀𝑔 𝑉𝐼 𝐸2max that is boosted
𝑔

by the Q-factor of the resonance Q~15. Combining these yields an estimate of the field
enhancement
2
𝐸max
𝑅2
= (16 ln 2) Q 𝑛𝑔 2
(7)
𝑑
𝐸02
corresponding well with full simulations in the small gap limit. Field enhancements
exceeding 600 are thus possible in nm-scale gaps, but depend greatly on the exact
morphology. The effective volume of a mode is one of the key parameters that governs
light-matter interactions and this 𝑉𝑊 can be rigorously extracted from full simulations53, as it
is related to field enhancement and spatial localization. These give 𝑉𝑊 ∝ 𝑑 2.5 independent
of 𝑅, slightly different from 𝑉𝐼 since field penetration in the metal is included (which roughly
doubles the mode volume). These small gaps thus give rise to enormously-enhanced
interactions between light and electronic excitations (∝ 1/√𝑉𝑊 ) and light and phonons (∝
1/𝑉𝑊 ), discussed below.
As a result of all the considerations above, great care has to be taken in understanding the
modes, their spectral positions, couplings and their field enhancements for the different
specific applications. We highlight that the permittivity of the spacer in the gap is rarely
isotropic (for instance graphene, transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), hyperbolic
phononic materials such as hBN, or oriented molecules), and this also plays a role in tuning
the modes and enhancements since then the 𝜀𝑔 employed in Eqs. (1-5) depends on the
optical field directions of the gap plasmons involved.
As noted above, scanning-tunnelling microscopy also produces nanogaps, which can be
spatially scanned. While the nanogap modes defined between tip and metallic substrate are
similar to those above, their out-coupling is not typically well defined because of the lack of
antenna modes. This can be ameliorated by shaping a neck on the tip54, using grating
coupling55, coupling directly in the near-field to polariton modes34, or from the random
metallic grain structure on the end of typical tips (hence the occasional ‘magic tips’ found).
Remarkably, additional confinement can be provided by individual atomic protrusions into
the gap. Time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) for small NPs confirms31,56,57
that even single atoms can provide up to fivefold further local electromagnetic

enhancement (on top of the plasmonic background field) leading to local fields more than a
thousand times the incident field (FIG.1). Intriguingly, classical electromagnetic calculations
give very similar results, with protrusions of aspect ratio 𝑎 = cos 𝜙 leading to extra
enhancements 𝐸pico = sin2 𝜙 /(1 − 𝜙/ tan 𝜙) ≃ 1 + 1.7𝑎 + 0.3𝑎2 , of order ~3 for single
atom protrusions58. This effect is akin to the lightening rod effect which is thus found to
operate on the atomic scale, and produces cavity volumes 𝑉𝑊 < 1nm3 which are thus
termed ‘picocavities’, and recently shown experimentally to be induced by optical
irradiation31.
Light-matter electronic interactions in nanogaps
Emitters placed in the enhanced fields of such ultrathin metallic junctions experience
modified absorption and emission rates, quantum efficiencies, and radiation patterns, which
can lead to strong coupling. A wide variety of materials can be integrated, including
quantum dots59,60, mono- and few-layer transition metal dichalcogenides61,62 and
fluorescent dyes63,64 (FIG.3a). The nanoscale spatial position of the emitter and orientation
of its dipole moment is crucially important since the local fields of nanogap structures can
vary significantly across ~10 nm and couple preferentially to one orientation of the dipole
(𝒑). To achieve this level of control, precision methods such as DNA origami can selectively
position dye molecules (DNAo:dye)65 or barrel-shaped non-fluorescing molecules such as
cucubit[n]urils (CB[n]s) can be used to orient dye molecules of interest (CB:dye)66.

Figure 3 | Emitters in nanocavities. a | Emitter types include quantum dots (QDs), dye molecules
supported by CB or DNA scaffolds, organic molecules, and monolayer materials (graphene, TMDs,
hBN). b | Emission intensity decay for dyes in high Purcell factor cube-on-mirror vs gap size. c |
Radiative yield of a single emitter in the gap centre of a plasmonic gold nanoparticle-on-mirror as a
function of gap size, comparing single NP and NPoM. d | Strong coupling for 3 emitters in NPoM of
configuration c with 𝑑=0.9nm gap.

An important question that arises for emitters in close proximity to plasmonic structures is
whether the fluorescence is increased due to the high local field intensity or decreased due
to non-radiative decay channels introduced by the metal. Large fluorescence enhancements
of emitters coupled to plasmonic nanogap structures are observed67 (in some cases
exceeding 30,000-fold63), however quenching and reduced fluorescence have also been
reported. Both scenarios indeed occur in seemingly similar structures, as the radiative and
non-radiative decay rates depend intricately on the geometry and dimensions of the
nanogap structure, the placement and initial quantum yield of emitters within it, and
excitation conditions. Fluorescence changes come from modified radiative quantum yields
(QY, the probability that relaxation results in an emitted photon), and altered efficiencies of
excitation (𝛾𝑒𝑥 ) and collection (𝜂) due to the antenna behaviour of plasmonic structures.
Additionally, for high excitation powers at or near saturation, enhanced spontaneous
emission rates (𝛾𝑠𝑝 ) enable the emitter to be re-excited after a shorter amount of time, also
contributing to fluorescence enhancement. The fluorescence observed from an emitter
coupled to a plasmonic structure compared to a control sample (denoted by superscript 0)
0
is enhanced by a factor 𝐸𝐹 = 𝛾tot /𝛾tot
(where 𝛾tot = 𝜂𝛾𝑒𝑥 𝛾𝑠𝑝 QY), and the contribution from
the increase in 𝛾𝑠𝑝 should only be considered for excitation at or near saturation. The
enhancement in excitation rate arises from 𝛾𝑒𝑥 ∝ |𝒑 ∙ 𝑬|2 for 𝑬 at the emitter’s position and
transition frequency. If the QY is initially close to 100% it can only be decreased, but for
emitters with lower QY such as infrared emitters68 and certain molecules, the QY can be
increased significantly. Observation of fluorescence enhancement should thus not be
attributed to either enhanced QY or enhanced spontaneous emission alone. Rather, a
careful analysis is required of the interplay between the multiple contributing factors.
Tailoring the spontaneous emission rate of emitters by embedding them inside cavities
offers the promise of ultrafast low-power light sources, modulators and single photon
sources. The (intrinsic) dipole moment and controllable electromagnetic environment of an
emitter determines its spontaneous emission rate, 𝛾𝑠𝑝 ∝ |𝒑|2 𝜌, where 𝜌 is the local density
of optical states at the position and frequency of the emitter, which can be obtained from
Green’s function approaches69–71. This electromagnetic environment is modified by highquality-factor dielectric cavities or plasmonic structures with ultrasmall mode volumes as
discussed here. An emitter then experiences an increased spontaneous decay rate
0
compared to free space, with the ratio 𝐹𝑃 = 𝛾𝑠𝑝 ⁄𝛾𝑠𝑝
known as the Purcell factor. The
spontaneous decay rate, 𝛾𝑠𝑝 = 𝛾𝑟 + 𝛾𝑛𝑟 , has contributions from both radiative decay, 𝛾𝑟 ,
and non-radiative decay, 𝛾𝑛𝑟 which includes generation of surface or localized modes and
thermal dissipation. As the non-radiative decay rates can be significant for plasmonic
structures, the enhancement in radiative rate 𝛾𝑟 /𝛾𝑟0 where 𝛾𝑟 = 𝛾𝑠𝑝 QY is often of greater
interest72, which requires fluorescence lifetime measurements and careful analysis to
properly extract.
Balancing the trade-off between high field enhancements and non-radiative decay allows
the observation of large radiative-rate enhancements ~1000 for dye molecules embedded
in a 10 nm gap between a metal film and silver nanocubes or nanowires73 or within a NPoM
formed by DNA origami65. This spontaneous emission rate depends strongly on sub-nm
changes in gap size (FIG.3b,c). Such large enhancements enable quantum dots with initial
lifetime of ~10 ns to emit photons on ultrafast timescales of 10 ps59.

So far, we considered the weak coupling regime. However for emitters with large oscillator
strengths embedded in plasmonic cavities, the strong coupling regime can be observed. This
occurs because 𝛾𝑟 is now faster than plasmon decay, leading to reversible energy exchange
between the emitter and cavity mode and the emergence of hybridized light-matter states.
This can be realized for ensembles of many emitters such as molecular aggregates situated
between gold disk dimers74. Recently, strong coupling was observed even at the singleemitter level by precisely orienting a single molecule in the 0.9 nm gap between a gold
sphere and film using the guest-host chemistry of CB:dye described above. When the
transition dipole moment of the molecule is favourably oriented with the gap plasmon, the
scattering spectra split, indicating strong coupling (FIG.3d). With the molecule oriented
perpendicular to the gap plasmon mode, no such splitting is observed emphasizing the need
for precise control of emitter placement.
Plasmon-phonon vibrational coupling and optomechanics in nanogaps
A significant application for nanocavity plasmonics is the chemical interrogation of small
numbers of molecules or ultrathin materials in real time, since the extreme field
enhancements boost surface-enhanced Raman signals (SERS, scaling as 𝐸 4 ) of the samples
located in the gap, enabling localized detection and fingerprinting. Early work on SERS
blinking which was used to evidence single molecule signatures is likely enabled by
plasmons trapped in crevices between nanoparticles75–77. Many nanostructures supporting
nanocavity plasmons give such characteristic SERS, however in most cases the signals are
irreproducible from individual structure to structure, limiting their utility. Key requirements
are to precisely define the optical field distributions, enhancements, and orientations, as
well as the capability to tether the molecules/layers of interest in specific positions and
orientations. With suitable scaffolding, gap plasmons offer this capability, given the
understanding of the modes above.
Robust SERS signatures are obtained when the gap is precisely defined by crystalline
inorganics (such as CdTe few-unit-cell platelets78) or self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of
short alkyl chain or aromatic thiols. In the case of biphenyl-4-thiol (BPT) spacers creating
NPoMs with 𝑑=1.3±0.1nm, the SERS spectra vary little with time or between different
NPoMs (FIG.4a) and match well to density-functional theory (DFT) calculations. Such nonresonant molecules have no electronic resonances at the plasmon frequency, hence only
virtual states are involved in the excitation of vibrations and molecular damage minimised.
Typical SERS emission of 1000 counts s-1 mW-1 for each vibrational line 𝜈 correspond well to
Raman cross sections 𝑅𝑘 ~ 0.5 nm4 /amu (from DFT) and the vibrational mode coupling
strength to plasmon mode 𝜔𝑚𝑛 of
ℏ𝑅𝑘 𝜔𝑚𝑛
𝑔0 = √
8𝜈 𝜀𝑔 𝑉W

(8)

This gives total coupling 𝑔 = 𝑔0 √𝑁𝑚 for 𝑁𝑚 ~ 100 molecules inside the gap plasmon mode
volume, assuming that all the molecules experience the same coupling. Small nanocavities
thus enhance the SERS, while the plasmon coupling is to a collective vibration within all the
molecules or bonds in an inorganic spacer layer. Variations in SERS amplitude in different
nanogaps typically arise from inhomogeneity of the patch/NP sizes and (facet) shapes47.

For a uniform Raman-active layer in the gap, assuming both incoming and outgoing light
4
remains on resonance, the SERS amplitude is thus predicted to scale as 𝑆 ∝ 𝑉𝑊 𝐸𝑚𝑎𝑥
∝
4
3
𝑅 /𝑑 . When the resonance condition is not maintained a weaker dependence is observed
experimentally, 𝑆 ∝ 𝑅 3, related to the scaling of facetting with 𝑅.47

Figure 4 | Nanogap vibrational spectroscopy for chemistry and molecular optomechanics. a |
Robust nanogaps with <100 molecules in a uniform molecular layer in the gap show strong reliable
SERS spectra (shown here for 50 NPoMs). b | Single-molecule vibrational modes of lipids in the gap
show spectral wandering of SERS in time due to their flexing. c | Redox of single methyl-viologen
molecules gives jumps in the vibrational frequencies seen in the SERS spectra with time, as charges
jump on and off the molecule. d | Molecular optomechanics regime induces non-linear
enhancements of first anti-Stokes (dashed) and then Stokes (solid line) with pump power.

For molecular spacers which are either looser-packed or incorporate solvated ions, transient
but extremely strong SERS signals can be seen79. These can now be understood to arise from
the picocavities (see above) which provide sub-nm light confinement so that only single4
molecule emission dominates over the rest of the molecules in the gap (the 𝐸pico
SERS
scaling gives additional hundredfold enhancement). How the single Au atom-molecular
interaction forces lead to and stabilise this single molecule SERS is not yet fully understood.
Picocavities enable observation of single-molecule SERS signatures that evolve on ms-s
timescales. For example, flexing of individual lipid molecules gives rise to continuous
vibrational shifts to higher and lower energies of different bonds 80 (FIG.4b), which are
correlated according to how far the bonds are from the flexing location81. By contrast, when
redox-active molecules are incorporated in the gap, their charging digitally shifts their
vibrational energies (FIG.4c) enabling single-molecule chemistry to be observed82. Reliable
observations in such constructs open up opportunities for understanding and controlling
chemistry at the single-molecule level.
An additional feature in nanogaps is the connection between the coupling of molecular
vibrations to light and the opto-mechanical Hamiltonian, which are isomorphic31,83. Since
the coupling 𝑔 > 10meV in picocavities (due to sub-nm3 volumes in eqn. 8), optomechanical
effects can deliver considerable impacts on the Raman emission even in ambient conditions.
Molecular optomechanics is able to provide stronger and nonlinear Raman emission as well
as shaking molecules intensely enough to break chemical bonds31,84. We note that TERS also
appears to often operate in this picocavity regime19, implying new optomechanical

investigations can be accessed, as well as accounting for many of the fleeting signals
previously seen (though long TERS integration times tend to aggregate these effects).
Conduction and bridging in nanogaps
So far we considered non-conducting spacers, however conductivity can also be controlled
in such small gaps with promising applications in optical or electro-optic switching. The
small nanocavity optical volumes (<10nm3) imply minimal energy requirements for
switching, reaching potentially <1zJ when few molecules are involved.

Figure 5 | Tuning nanocavities with conductivity. a | Effect of bridging across the nanogap for
increasing bridge width (downwards) is to b | shift and mix modes in the scattering spectra (80nm
NPoM, colours show simulated scattering, white dashed lines show groove modes 𝑟 from model in
main text). c | Resistive-RAM memory devices where applied voltage induces a stable nanowire
exhibit gap tuning. d | Molecular layers show conduction-induced blue-shifts in the NPoM scattering
resonance for different molecules (here BPDT has lower resistance than BPT). e | Modification of
coupled resonance when including increasing quantum and non-local effects (through the
hydrodynamic factor 𝛽).

Modelling facetted NPoMs including conducting bridges of increasing width spanning the
gap shows abrupt tuning and reconfiguration of the nanogap modes85 (FIG.5a,b). Extending
the above Fabry-Perot MIM model explains this, assuming a perturbed cavity length 𝐿𝑔 =
(𝑤 − 𝑡)/2 is defined by facet/patch diameter 𝑤 and bridge diameter 𝑡. Resonant ‘groove’
modes of this perturbed cavity are obtained at the resonance conditions 𝐿𝑔 = 𝑟 ′ ⋅ 𝜆𝑟 /2.
Here 𝑟 ′ = 𝑟 + 𝜑𝑔 /2𝜋, where 𝑟 = 0,1,2, … is the groove cavity mode order and 𝜑𝑔 ~𝜋/2 is
a phase factor accounting for the boundary conditions of the nanocavity (now bounded by

the Au bridge opposite the open edge of the facet, FIG.5a). The energy of these groove
modes is derived by solving the MIM dispersion (Eq.1) with groove wavevector 𝑘𝑟 = 2𝜋⁄𝜆𝑟 ,
giving tuning of the modes (FIG.5b, white dashed lines).
As previously discussed, strongly-confined gap modes do not radiate directly, but only if
they can mix with antenna modes. For an antenna mode 𝜆1𝑙 at a wavelength of 700nm
(vertical dashed line, FIG.5b) which is barely perturbed by the bridging, spectral positions of
the hybrid modes are obtained from the eigenvalues of the coupled system (white lines).
Fitting suitable coupling strengths reproduces the full simulations (colour map), with nearfield distributions that evanescently decay within the bridge (FIG.5a) as predicted in this
simple model. Such anti-crossings are directly seen in NPoM experiments using molecular
layer gap spacers which are soft enough that optical irradiation can drive metallic nanowires
between the two metal walls85.
The modes blue-shift with thicker bridges because the groove cavity length 𝐿𝑔 reduces,
ejecting modes one by one from the gap85. The blue-shifts and mode-crossings thus allow
conducting bridge diameters and locations to be determined. The model shows field
enhancement in the gap is typically three times smaller in the crevice after the gap has
closed, thus giving 1-2 orders of magnitude smaller SERS from shorted gaps.
Such nanowire bridging is technologically important because it forms the basis of one class
of memristive or resistive-random-access-memory (RRAM) devices, under intense
investigation. These form two-terminal non-volatile low-energy storage cells, in which an
applied threshold voltage is sufficient to drive a conductive link from one contact to
another, that can be disassembled with sufficient reverse voltage. A major issue in these
RRAMs is their sporadic failure after >105 cycles, from unknown causes that are hard to
image in electron microscopy. By integrating such devices as a patch antenna MIM (FIG.5c),
dark-field spectroscopy is capable of watching the real-time dynamics of the nanowire
through their groove modes86. Further studies have utilised a waveguide configuration87,
while DFT simulations confirm that such bridges can form through single-atom nanowires56.
Optical characterization in such nanogaps offers a number of advantages over electron
microscopy including access to in-situ non-destructive dynamics under ambient operation
conditions, revealing contact morphologies on the nanometre scale.
Even without metallic bridges, conductive spacers influence the MIM modes88. Using SAMs
of identical thickness (calibrated using ellipsometry) but differing in their electronic
transport (through only a single additional sulphur atom on each molecule which turns on
hybridisation with the Au) gives 60nm blue-shifts of the NPoM coupled plasmon (FIG.5d). In
this case, instead of groove modes the imaginary contribution to the vertical gap
polarizability is increased, which partly discharges the nanogap capacitor within each optical
half-cycle. The LCR model accounts for this when the gap capacitance is shunted by gap
resistance 𝑅𝑔 and kinetic inductance 𝐿𝑔 (FIG.5d, inset). The blue-shifted screened antenna
mode wavelength is then given (in the limit of conductivities greater than the quantum
conductance 𝐺0 = (13𝑘Ω)−1 by46
𝑙
2
2
𝜆𝑙=1
(9)
screened = 𝜆1 /(1 + 4𝜀𝑑 𝜔𝐿 /𝜔𝑝 )
with the inductive coupling 𝜔𝐿 = 1/√𝐿𝑔 𝐶𝑠 for plasma frequency 𝜔𝑝 = 2𝜋𝑐/𝜆𝑝 and
unscreened antenna mode 𝜆1𝑙 from Eqn.(5). This arises from a self-inductance of nanowires

forming the effective conductive channel, since moving electrons have to drag their
magnetic field lines with them, increasing their inertia. At optical frequencies, current only
travels in a nm-thick outer sheath (depth Λ compared to nanowire radius 𝑎) yielding
𝐿𝑔 ~𝑓/(𝑎𝜀0 𝜔𝑝2 ) where fill fraction 𝑓 = 𝜋 −1 (1 + 𝑑/2Λ). Substituting this gives wavelength
shifts from the conductive layer in small gaps of46
𝑎
𝑙
𝜆𝑙=1
(10)
screened = 𝜆1 (1 − 𝜀𝑑 )
𝑅
which blue-shifts linearly with increasing width of the conducting linker, as confirmed by
detailed simulations88.
Another prominent effect arising from creating conductive channels across plasmonic gaps
is the emergence of low energy modes for sufficiently large values of conductance. These
modes are associated with charge transfer across the gap which completely screens
capacitive gap modes, producing plasmonic oscillations that extend over the entire particlesubstrate system. The conductance threshold 𝐺CTP for such charge-transfer plasmons to
appear at long wavelengths 𝜆CTP is given by88
𝑐 𝑅2
𝐺CTP =
2𝜆CTP 𝑑
which is larger than that needed for the initial screening of the gap plasmons derived in
Eqn.(10). The emergence of these charge transfer plasmons has been identified in several
experiments involving nanogaps in metallic dimers89, nanoshells90, and particle chains91–93.
When the gap is deeply sub-nm (𝑑<0.5nm) quantum corrections become important,
covered in a recent review94. In brief, two corrections can be understood from (a) the effect
at optical frequencies of the relative position of the centroid of charge density of the
electronic excited state (surface plasmon) at the surface of the Au95 (beyond the classical
localization at the sharp boundary due to the wavefunctions of the confined states), and (b)
the quantum tunnelling through the dielectric gap which produces a shunt resistance 𝑅𝑔
with effect similar to that noted above. Both these reduce the charge stored at the metallic
gap surfaces, thus blue-shifting the gap plasmon52 (FIG.5e). Experimentally stabilising such
sub-nm gaps is difficult, with experiments using conducting nanotips 52, molecular
spacers18,94,96, or graphene monolayers28, among others.
Applications and new directions
Several techniques now produce well-controlled nm-spacers over large areas, both by topdown (such as atomic layer) deposition or bottom-up coatings such as SAMs. This opens up
the capability to create ‘metasurfaces’ with tailored electric and magnetic response. Even
disordered arrays accessible by bottom-up deposition can create >cm-scale surfaces
covered by particle-on-a-mirror structures (FIG.6a). By optimizing the mean distance
between the plasmonic elements and the gap size, the response of the surface can be
impedance matched to free space resulting in near-perfect absorption at the plasmon
resonance wavelength97–99. Strongly enhanced absorption of light at particular frequencies
over large areas is useful for hot-electron photodetectors100, non-bandgap-limited thermal
detectors101, light harvesting, surface coatings and enhanced non-linear generation, among
other possibilities.

Periodically tiling these gap elements mixes in a sharper lattice-mode response102.
Fabricating these currently demands lithographic lateral patterning such as
photolithography103, but enables pixels to be created comprised of metasurfaces with
different resonances (FIG.6a). This enables simultaneous on-chip capture of spectral and
spatial information for multi- or hyper-spectral imaging with the potential to span ultraviolet
to infrared spectral regions using a single material platform, since absorption arises from
‘structural-colour’ rather than depending on a material bandgap. Hybrid bottom-up and topdown fabrication approaches can also realize combinatorial plasmonic-colour printing
where the intensity of each RGB-channel is controlled by varying the fill-fraction or shape of
nanoparticles on the surfaces103,104. This could find use for fade-free printing, friend or foe IR
images or ultra-high resolution printing. Key challenges to resolve are creating large-area
films at low cost which may preclude conventional or even imprint lithographies. Perhaps
most promising are self-assembly approaches requiring nanoscale design but which are
tolerant enough to variable gap and particle sizes. More difficult is the associated backplane
electronic control which has not yet been shown to be low energy or scalable enough. Other
opportunities in this area include improved nanoscale designs which give stronger contrast
and faster (FIG.6a, 𝜏) and better colour tuning (𝜆).

Figure 6 | Exploitation of nanocavities for new devices: molecular spintronics, thermo-optics,
electro-optics. a,b | Colour-changing metasurfaces and wallpapers: tuning thin-film scattered
colours. c | Low-energy optical switching of single NPoM. d | Hot electron plasmo-chemistry
dynamically grows polymer coatings. e | Room temperature quantum emitters. f | Precision

molecular assembly: tuning molecular interactions, coherence and forces. Key demands for these
applications around the outside, together with figures of merit (circled in yellow).

Due to the high local field enhancements in the gap, a small change in the properties of the
material in this region, such as index of refraction or thickness, results in a large change in
plasmon resonance, useful for real-time reconfigurable structures105–107 or sensing108. In this
way large area sub-μs colour changing wallpapers109 (FIG.6b) or individual opticallytriggered NPoM switching (FIG.6c) deliver low energy actuation and access novel nano-optomechanical devices110. The search for electrical tuning has recently intensified with electrical
gating configurations utilised111,112. The sensitivity of the plasmon modes to conductivity113
points to a new field of molecular opto-electronics, with particular interest for spin-gated
and switchable molecular devices. To progress this area, switchable gap materials have to
be shown to be fast (𝜏<1ns is feasible due to the small volumes 𝑉𝑊 ), robust over thousands
of cycles, as well as deliver low energy performance. Integration into optical backplanes or
fibre geometries is a key goal requiring suitable materials combination.
Extreme nanooptics enables chemical reactions at the molecular scale to be studied and
influenced, alongside functional surface (electro)-chemistry. Similarly dynamic bio-sensing is
envisaged, for instance of individual protein-complex machineries. Nanogap assemblies are
being exploited to create the ‘intelligent toilet’, capable of routine low-cost personalised
healthcare114. The nanogap geometry is also particularly suited for study of electrochemical
processes in the direct vicinity of electrodes, by tracking dynamically both SERS and
scattering during reactions115,116. This application space has been plagued by the difficulty of
translating research excitement into market traction, as specific applications have not been
sufficiently targeted for large-scale trials. Part of the problem is collecting enough data to
prove medical utility, and issues such as reproducibility of plasmonic nanoparticle surfactant
chemistries, shelf life, contaminants, and consistency of quantitative performance are still to
be understood in sufficient detail.
Plasmonic nanostructures are capable of emitting ‘hot electrons’ under irradiation117.
Several recent experiments in nanogaps show these effects directly, via chemical reactions
under TERS tips118,119, reversible redox of single molecules in NPoMs82, and free radical
polymerisation of monomers to coat inside nanogaps120 (FIG.6d). The tunability of plasmon
modes and electronics states opens enormous opportunities in studying chemistry at the
nanoscale in these systems, with many unanswered questions about the nature of
molecule-surface interactions, and the efficiency of hot-electron plasmo-chemistry117. While
this area is promising, quantitative information is lacking and unsubstantiated claims
abound. Most crucial is to explore a wider range of industrially-relevant reactions, and
compare against state-of-the-art-processes, including the full energy and materials sourcing
costs. The fraction of hot electrons per incident photon (which depends on the field
enhancement 𝐸max ), and their energy spread must be measured, requiring development of
new experimental techniques.
When emitters are embedded in nanogaps, as discussed above, their spontaneous emission
rate can be sped up significantly. This can enable a host of ultrafast optoelectronic
applications, potentially in the THz-regime, from modulators to ultrafast LEDs and
photodetectors for on-chip information processing or even free-space optical

communications121. This also broadens the range of luminescent materials of interest for
practical applications since the intrinsic material properties become less important. New
questions then emerge as to material stability and properties under extreme field
enhancements and high pumping conditions. Applications for on-chip quantum information
processing could also be imagined as ultrafast single photon sources have been
demonstrated using quantum dots in nanogaps60 (FIG.6e), while spin-selectivity
demonstrated for nitrogen-vacancy centers in diamond122 and enhanced spontaneous
parametric downconversion123 may enable the creation of entangled-photon pairs from
ultrathin layers of nonlinear material. Room temperature quantum emitters of high
efficiency 𝜂 capable of being packaged and used (at least in research facilities) requires key
advances in developing photostable molecules (or other constructs), as well as improved
tunability to make indistinguishable sources (‘≠’). Solid-state emitters such as rare earth
ions in ultrathin films may prove a valuable route to integrate with these plasmonic
nanocavities.
Advances in deterministic nano-assembly using DNA origami now allow specific numbers
and types of molecules to be precisely inserted within ±1nm locations inside the gap65
(FIG.6f). In this arena, material science and molecular science merge into precision
nanotechnology. This allows new investigations of the plasmonic-modified intermolecular
interactions including their electronic and vibrational coherences. In addition the large field
gradients can induce ‘picoforces’ capable of bending and moving molecules. This area is
extremely promising, and a wide array of different constructs can be conceived which open
up fundamental fields, however applications require much more photostable constructs,
possibly using biomimetic redox strategies to avoid photobleaching steps.
With extreme optical confinement comes the capability to observe the motion of single
metal atoms, which is induced by optical irradiation of the gap modes31. This explains many
observations in plasmonics over the years, such as the slow degradation of SERS properties
at room temperature (caused by thermal excitation over the ~0.8eV barrier for adatom site
hopping). Irradiation moves gold or silver atoms85, however its mechanism is not yet well
understood, with both optical gradient forces at the single atom level (‘picotweezers’), and
non-equilibrium thermal gradients plausible candidates. Controllable single-atom optical
switches are thus an exciting prospect for this extreme nano-optics.
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